
BOSTON UNIVERSITY'S TERRIER TUSSLE V 
Harvard Dog Eat Dog World 
TOSSUPS 
All questions by Matt the Bruce 

TOSSUP 1 

The Congress Avenue bridge in Austin, Texas, was rebuilt in 1980. The new 
concrete slab contains expansion joints that, by chance, provide the perfect 
temperature and humidity conditions for a 1.S million member colony of, for 
ten points, what flying mammal? 

Answer: _BAT_s 

TOSSUP2 

WARNING: Two answers required. Promenade; Gnomus; II vecchio Castello; 
Tuileries; Bydlo; Ballet of the Chickens in their Shells; Samuel Goldenberg and 
Schmuyle; Limoges; Catacombae; The Hut on Fowl's Legs; The Great Gate of Kiev. 
These are parts of, for ten points, what work by what Russian composer? 

Answer: _PICTURES AT AN EXHIBITION_ by Modest _MOUSSORGSKY_ 

TOSSUP3 

At the age of 14 he became a cigarmaker in New York City and joined the 
Cigarmakers' Union. By 1886 he had his own union. Somewhat conservative, he 
sought better wages, hours, and working conditions rather than political 
reform. For ten points, who founded the American Federation of Labor? 

Answer: Samuel_GOMPERS_ 

TOSSUP4 

The first phase of this form of schizophrenia is a stupor, in which patients 
are unresponsive to external stimuli, though they seem to be aware of 
what is going on; they demonstrate extreme compliance, holding postures 
for a long time. The second, called cerea flexibilitas, is marked by 
hyperactivity. For ten points, name it. 

Answer: _CATATONIA_ 

TOSSUPS 

Despite his reputation for conservative offense, his teams had not had a 1000-
yard rusher since 1978. Art Modell said that "Vince Lombardi wrote the book 
on coaching, but" this man "edited it." In Buffalo on December 30, that wasn't 
enough. FTP, name the recently retired all-time NFL leader in coaching wins. 

Answer: Don _SHULA_ 



[source for stat & quote: SportsCenter, January 4, 11 pm EST] 

TOSSUP6 

A large set U, which represents the entire universe under consideration, is 
fixed and represented as a rectangular region. Subsets of U are drawn as 
circles inside the rectangle, and the overlapping of two such regions indicates 
intersection of the sets. This describes, for ten points, what type of 
diagram? 

Answer: _ VENN_ Diagram 

TOSSUP7 

A blatant example of this takes place in Huck Finn, when Jim, captured in 
Louisiana, just happens to be purchased by Tom Sawyer's aunt and uncle. Finn's 
efforts to free him are greatly aided when they mistake him for Sawyer. For 
ten points, what Latin phrase meaning "God from the machine" describes this 
sort of plot twist? 

Answer: _DEUS EX MACHINA_ 

TOSSUP8 

This city had 236 homicides in 1995, more than thrice as many as the previous 
year, but investigators are not worried about a trend; 169 of these happened on 
the same day, a statistical blip that also inflates the rate of apprehended 
suspects. FTP, what city had just 67 murders on days other than April 19? 

Answer: _OKLAHOMA CITY_ 
[source: The Daily Oklahoman; January 1, 1996] 

TOSSUP9 

A scenic region of roughly 2000 square miles, it is characterized by tall, red 
sandstone buttes, mesas, and arches. Part of the Navajo reservation, it is 
close to the Rainbow Bridge and Natural Bridges national monuments. For ten 
points, name this region of northeast Arizona and southeast Utah. 

Answer: _MONUMENT VALLEY_ 

TOSSUP10 

Contrary to urban legend, they really do exist; they are small game birds 
belonging to the sandpiper family, 11 inches long with brown and white plumage 
and long, straight bills. If you've ever hunted them, however, chances are 
someone tricked you. For ten points, name these birds who share their name 
with the enemies in a computer maze game. 



Answer: SNIPEs 

TOSSUP 11 

Her unhappy childhood is worsened by stepbrother John Reed's physical abuse, 
and the hardships of a religious boarding school where her best friend, Helen 
Burns, dies of tuberculosis. All this before she even meets her unhandsome 
employer and soon-to-be lover. FTP name this Charlotte Bronte title character. 

Answer: _JANE EYRE_ 

TOSSUP12 

There is a schism between the Digambara and Svetambara sects: While the 
Svetambaras wear white clothes, the Digambaras traditionally go naked. Both 
count Mahavira as the last of 24 founders, and both insist on noninjury to all 
forms of life. For ten points, name this Indian religion. 

TOSSUP13 

On January 3, 1968, a U.S. intelligence-gathering ship was seized by North 
Koreans in the Sea of Japan. After 11 months of negotiation failed to secure 
the ship's release, the United States signed a written apology, but not before 
claiming the document to be false. For ten points, name the vessel which 
shares its name with a Colorodo city and Indian tribe. 

Answer: The _PUEBLO_ 

TOSSUP14 

FIRST AND LAST NAME ARE THE SAME, AND BOTH REQUIRED. After a Florida 
Congressman dies, a con artist who sort of shares his name runs as the Silver 
Fox party candidate and wins the special election by name recognition. Yet 
another namesake is at this tournament; you'll recognize him by his accent. 
For ten points, what name is crucial both to the movie The Distinguished 
Gentleman and to Harvard's quiz bowl team? 

Answer: _JEFF JOHNSON_ 
[moderator note: Eddie Murphy's character's legal name is Thomas 
Jefferson Johnson, but he is still known to voters as Jeff Johnson] 

TOSSUP15 

Their uniform consisted of a short jacket called a dolman, and a cylindrical 
cloth hat, or busby. They originated in 15th-century Hungary. Later other 
European armies formed similar light horse corps, used mainly to scout. From 
a Hungarian word meaning "freebooter" came the name of, for ten points, what? 



TOSSUP16 

For a quick ten points, name the man who injured two dozen people at a Boston
area First Night celebration by attempting to drive his car through the crowd. 

Answer: Anthony _BROOKS_ 

TOSSUP17 

He worked as a law clerk until 1891, when he began study under Adolphe William 
Bourgereau at the Academie Julian. Paintings of his include The Dance; The 
Moroccans; The Piano Lesson; and Woman With a Hat. FTP name this Fauvist 
leader. 

Answer: Henri _MATISSE_ 

TOSSUP18 

A graduate of the University of Chicago, where he excelled in heavyweight 
boxing, he obtained a law degree at Oxford before earning his astronomy PhD in 
1917. In 1923 he demonstrated that Andromeda is far outside our galaxy. For 
ten points, who is this namesake of a law, a constant, and a space telescope? 

Answer: Edwin _HUBBLE_ 

TOSSUP19 

He was born on Christmas Day, 1899. Contrary to legend, his is not the face on 
the Gerber baby food label, though you have seen his face frequently on the 
silver screen. FAQTP name Lauren Bacall's most famous co-star. 

Answer: Humphrey _BOGART_ 

TOSSUP20 

His alter ego, Blackford Oakes, swashbuckles through Mongoose RIP and God Save 
the Queen, but he is better known for his political columns and for such 
nonfiction as God and Man at Yale. For ten points, name this founder of the 
National Review. 

Answer: William F. _BUCKLEY _, Jr. 

TOSSUP21 

First this state lost its National Hockey League team. After it failed to lure 



the Jets from Winnipeg, to add insult to injury, its International Hockey 
League team announced plans to move TO Winnipeg. For ten points, what state's 
hockey fans must settle for the awesome Golden Gophers? 

Answer: _MINNESOTA_ 

TOSSUP 22 

Accounts of his heroic struggles against the Muslims were first recorded by 
Bishop Otto of Freisling in 1145. Around 1165 a letter, allegedly from him, 
was circulated through Europe. For ten points, name this legendary ruler, 
whose kingdom was believed to be in southwest Asia or northeast Africa. 

Answer: _PRESTER JOHN 

TOSSUP23 

CNN junkies must love this man, whose legendary one-minute addresses to 
Congress often include the catch phrase "beam me up, Scotty." For a quick ten 
points, what Ohio Democrat once cited the Bobbitts' attempted reconciliation 
as proof that compromise was always possible? 

Answer: James _ TRAFICANT_ 

TOSSUP24 

This city was founded in 1062 by the Almarovids. A series of conquerers 
occupied it until 1554, when the Sadis occupied it. FTP if you can't identify 
this southern Moroccan city, take the road to it, or else take the express. 

Answer: _MARRAKECH_ 

TOSSUP 25 

Most tossups contain it, as do many words, but doing without it is just plain 
taxing, as this awkward wording shows. To show your quiz savvy, what most 
common Roman symbol is missing from this, uhh, paragraph, for, uhh, a bonus 
opportunity? ) 
Answer: The letter E (f, .. ~r .-v... "tM ,. 

TOSSUP26 

As the name would indicate, it was originally obtained by evaporating water 
from a spring in Surrey, England, and first used as a laxative. Its most 
common medicinal use is as an anticonvulsant. For ten points, what term is now 
the common name for magnesium sulfate? 

Answer: _EPSOM SAL T _s 



TOSSUP27 

WARNING: Spelling question. The form was named for a French comptroller 
general who proposed to reduce the nobility's wealth by taxing them heavily. 
His name was applied in derision to then-popular minimal-outline portrait. 
For ten points, spell the word for any form defined only by its outline. 

Answer: S-I-L-H-O-U-E-T -T-E 

TOSSUP28 

Because it was actually Ralph Terry who threw the pitch, Art Ditmar once sued a 
beer company for the historical inaccuracy of using Ditmar's name in a 
simulated radio call of, FQTP, what Pittsburg Pirate's World Series-winning 
1960 home run? 

Answer: Bill _MAZEROSKI 

TOSSUP29 

Senior citizens often get discounts at movie theaters. Box seats usually 
cost more than bleacher seats. Auto insurance companies will charge a 
higher rate to teenage males than to 40-year-old women. These are all 
examples of, for ten points, what economic phenomenon? 

Answer: _PRICE DISCRIMINATION_ 

TOSSUP30 

Spain first used the title in the 16th century to describe the governors of 
Peru and Mexico. Traditionally, the British lord-lieutenant of Ireland was 
given this rank, which after 1858 was shared by the governor-general of India. 
For ten points, give th is seven-letter word. 

Answer: _VICEROY _ (accept Virrey on an early buzz) 

TOSSUP31 

Among his hits are "It's Only Make Believe"; "Hello Darlin"; "You've Never 
Been This Far Before"; and his duet with Loretta Lynn, "As Soon as I Hang 
Up the Phone." For ten points, name this country crooner born Harold Jenkins. 

Answer: Conway _TWITTY_ 

TOSSUP32 

Decameron was written by, for a quick ten points, what Italian author? 



Answer: _BOCACCHIO_ 



BOSTON UNIVERSITY'S TERRIER TUSSLE V 
Harvard Dog-Eat-Dog World Bonuses All questions by Matt the Bruce 

BONUS 1 _ ----------- --- ------- - - --
(30 points) VIStJAI::--~S: __ -------------------
1. Before you is a chess p-ositiolLdiagr_am- in -which, with White to move, White 
can force mate in two mov~or-T-EN POII\JTS-EACFr,Wh-at-aFe-tb~~oves? 

Answers: _ g~7 _ ("Queen to g8" and "Knight to f7"; accept a~;;----" 
en to (King's) Knight 8" and "Knight to (King's) Bishop 7")--- - -

. -.. -~-'" .. ~ .. ~ . .-.' 

-iFc;r-an~laditional-~EN--I?Dlt:JIS.,_~b~<!!_do -che~-~players call a mate in which the 
Knight attacks the King, ~all-tneKing's .. escape---sqtJares-are-occupied by his 
own pieces? ________ 

.r' ''--
/",.J 

Answer: SMOTHER ed Mate 
~- - -

BONUS 2 
(20 points) For five points each, which teams played in the 1995 NCAA 
men's basketball Final Four held in Seattle? 

Answers: _U_niversity of _C_alifornia, _L_os _A_ngeles; University of 
_ARKANSAS_; _OKLAHOMA STATE_ University; University of _NORTH CAROLlNA_ 

BONUS 3 
(30 points) Every year, the ALA gives out a prize for best children's 
book, and a separate prize for best illustrated children's book. For TEN 
POINTS EACH, expand the acronym ALA, and name, respectively, these two awards. 

Answers: _AMERICAN LIBRARY ASSOCIATION_; _NEWBERRY_ Medal; _CALDECOTT_ Medal 

BONUS 4 
(30 pts) Their partnership began with "Giselle" in 1962 and continued through 
such ballets as "Marguerite and Armand," created for them in 1963, and "La 
Bayadere," Act 4, "The Kingdom of the Shades." Though she was Panamanian and 
he was Russian, their partnership was chiefly associated with Britain's Royal 
Ballet. For FIFTEEN POINTS EACH, name them. 

Answers: Rudolf _NUREYEV _ and Dame Margot _FONTEYN_ (accept Margaret Hookham) 

BONUS 5 
(25 points) Campaigning from his front porch in Canton, this politician 
addressed 750,000 visitors, while this businessman, directing the Republican 
organization, distributed millions of pieces of campaign literature. Name 
the President for TEN POINTS and for FIFTEEN name his backer whose surname is 
half the name of the producer of "Scooby 000." 

Answer: William _MCKINLEY _ and Mark _HANNA_ 



BONUS 6 
(30 points) Identify the scientist, 30-20-10. 
[30] He introduced the terms "pipette" and "burette." 
[20] He discovered Boron. 
[10] He formulated the law, often attributed to J.A.C. Charles, that all gasses 
expand by equal amounts when subjected to equal temperature increments. 

Answer: Joseph Lewis _GAY -LUSSAC_ 

BONUS? 
(25 points) The first are any goods or parts of a ship found floating at sea. 
The second are goods voluntarily cast in the water to attempt to keep a ship 
afloat by decreasing its weight. The third are goods thrown overboard but 
attached to a buoy to facilitate later recovery. Give these terms of maritime 
law: FIVE pts for one, TEN pts for two, TWENTY-FIVE pts for all three. 

BONUS 8 

(30 points) Time for another installment of Politicians of the 1980s. 
1. FOR FIVE POINTS, Walter Mondale's 1984 running mate. 
Answer: Geraldine _FERRARO_ 

2. FOR TEN POINTS, Speaker of the House from 198? to 1989 . 
. Answer: James Claude _WRIGHT _, Jr. 

3. FOR FIFTEEN POINTS, Governor of New Jersey from 1983 to 1990. 
Answer: Thomas _KEAN 

BONUS 9 

(30 points) Give the similar-sounding names for FIFTEEN POINTS each. 
1.Member of an etl'flc group of northeast Nepal, associated with the Himalayas. 
The name literally means "eastern one." 
Answer: _SHERPA_ 

2. A religious or spiritual specialist, believed capable of communicating 
directly with spirit powers, often while in an ecstatic state. 
Answer: _SHAMAN_ 

BONUS 10 
(20 points) For ten points each give the medical names for these bones: 
List: Kneecap Answer: _PATELLA_ 

Fingers and toes Answer: _PHALANGES_ 

BONUS 11 



(30 points) The Eagles formed as a quartet in 1971. 
1. FOR TEN POINTS, they were originally the back-up band of what 
country-rock studio songstress? 
Answer: Linda _RONSTADT _ 

2. After the departure of Bernie Leadon, and not counting the session work 
of Don Felder, for FIVE POINTS EACH name the Eagles. 

BONUS 12 
(20 points) For FIVE POINTS EACH plus a BONUS FIVE for all correct, give 
the authors of these poems about Song. 

List: The Song of Hiawatha Answers: Henry Wadsworth _LONGFELLOW_ 
Songs of Innocence and of Experience William _BLAKE 
Song of Myself Walt _WHITMAN 

BONUS 13 
(30 points) Identify the furniture maker from his literary work for 
FIFTEEN POINTS EACH. 
1. The Gentleman and Cabinet Maker's Director 
Answer: Thomas _CHIPPENDALE_ 

2. The Cabinet-maker and Upholsterer's Guide 
Answer: George _HEPPLEWHITE_ 

BONUS 14 
(30 points) Answer the following about the Treaty of Cateau-Cambresis for 
FIFTEEN POINTS EACH. 
1. Within 30 years, in what year was it signed? 
Answer: 1559 (accept between 1529 and 1589) 

2. Though the treaty ended wars between France and Spain, England -- a 
Spanish ally -- also signed it, giving up what last English enclave on the 
Continent? 
Answer: _CALAIS_ 

BONUS 15 
(20 points) For ten points each, who hosted the American Music Awards on 
January 29? 
Answers: Jeff _FOXWORTHY _ and _SINBAD_ 

BONUS 16 
(30 points) Identify the common surname, 30-20-10. 
[30] Charles filmed The Lost Weekend, a study of alcoholism, and wrote novels 
about homosexuality and child abuse. 

[20] Thomas believed one side of his body to be heavier than the other, and 



ate standing up to ease digestion. 

[10] Shirley is best known for the short story The Lottery. 

Answer: _JACKSON_ 

BONUS 17 
(30 points) Answer the following about Christ-like portraits for FIFTEEN 
POINTS EACH. 

1. This German Renaissance artist painted five well-known self-portraits, 
one of which depicts himself as Jesus. 
Answer: Albrecht _DUHRER_ 

2. The climax of this Chaim Potok novel centers on the main character's 
depiction of his mother in a crucifixion pose. 
Answer: _MY NAME IS ASHER LEV_ 

BONUS 18 
(25 points) Name these auto parts, TEN POINTS for one, TWENTY-FIVE for both. 
1. It vaporizes a liquid fuel and mixes it with the air in the proper ratio for 
an internal combustion engine. 
Answer: _CARBURETOR_ 

2. It displays the speed of an engine in revolutions per minute. 
Answer: _ T ACHOMETER_ 

BONUS 19 
(20 points) One dressed like a man, told her tales in bars, became Wild Bill 
Hickok's companion, and was buried next to him. The second could shoot a 
playing card in half, or hit a dime in mid-air from ninety feet; the musical 
"Annie Get Your Gun" was based on her life. For TEN POINTS EACH name them. 

Answer: _CALAMITY JANE_ (accept Martha Jane _CANARY _) and _ANNIE OAKLEY_ 

BONUS 20 
(25 points) They co-discovered the inert gases neon, krypton, argon, and 
xenon. For TEN POINTS for one or TWENTY-FIVE for both, name these 
chemists. 

Answers: William RAMSAY _ and Morris William _ TRAVERS_ 

BONUS 21 
(30 pts) 
In 380 BCE an orator whose name sounds like that of a philospher, urged the 
Greeks to accept Athenian leadership in a campaign against Persia. The name of 
this speech takes the same root as an English word meaning formal or elaborate 
praise. For FIFTEEN POINTS EACH, give the orator and the nine-letter word. 
Answer: _ISOCRATES_; and _PANEGYRIC_ 



BONUS 22 
(30 points) Name these archaeologists for FIFTEEN POINTS EACH. 
1. He discovered King Tut's tomb. 
Answer: Howard _CARTER_ 

2. After field surveys of the stone circles of Avetbury and Stonehenge, 
this 18th century antiquarian concluded that druids were responsible. 
Answer: William _STUKELEY_ 

BONUS 23 
(20 points) It is the 1901 autobiography of a black university founder; for 
FIVE POINTS EACH plus FIVE MORE for all correct, name the book, its author, 
and the school. 

Answers: _UP FROM SLAVERY _; _B_ooker Taliafero _WASHINGTON_; 
and _ TUSKEGEE_ Institute 

BONUS 24 
(25 points) Identify these veterans' groups for the stated number of points. 

1. Founded in 1919 and based in Indianapolis, for TEN POINTS, it is the largest 
U.S. veterans' organization. 
Answer: The _AMERICAN LEGION_ 

2. Founded in 1783 by former officers of the Continental Army, for FIFTEEN 
POINTS, it was named after the man who supposedly returned to farming after 
fighting for Rome. 
Answer: Society of the _CINCINNATL 

BONUS 25 

(25 points) Identify these black comedians for the stated point value. 
1. For FIFTEEN POINTS, he was the Peace and Freedom Party's presidential 
candidate in 1968; his writings include From the Back of the Bus and The 
Murder of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. 
Answer: Dick _GREGORY_ 

2. For TEN POINTS, his films include Busy Body, Lady Sings the Blues, Car 
Wash, Silver Streak, and Greased Lightning. 
Answer: Richard _PRYOR_ 

BONUS 26 
(30 points) It is paper with the defining feature that it has been 
written on twice; it is also the cryptic title of the recently-published 
memoirs of a 20th Century liberal giant, the grandson of an Oklahoma 
Senator, who claims that his greatest joy in life comes from anonymous sex. 
For FIFTEEN POINTS EACH, give the word and the author. 



Answer: _PALIMPSEST _; Gore _ VIDAL_ 

BONUS 27 
(30 points) For TEN POINTS EACH, given the city, give the first digit of 
its primary ZIP code. 

List: Atlanta 
Austin 
Indianapolis 

BONUS 28 

Answer: 3 
7 

4 

(25 points) Mass rape in Bosnia is not to be taken lightly, but the tragedy 
does have some trivia tie-ins. 

1. In December, Paul Harvey used it as a lead-in to "the rest of the 
story" about, for FIFTEEN POINTS, what Civil War general? 
Answer: Thomas _HOOKER_ 

2. For TEN POINTS, in what Greek play do the women stop warfare by, 
ironically, depriving their husbands of sex? 
Answer: _L YSISTRA TA_ 

BONUS 29 
(30 points) Disregarding daylight savings time, if it is Noon in New York, 
then FOR TEN POINTS EACH, what time is it in these South American cities? 

List: Buenos Aires 
Montevideo 
Rio de Janiero 

Answer: 2:00 p.m. 
1:00 p.m. 
2:00 p.m. 




